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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N

Information is the key element in modern factory automation and process
control systems, and one of the most difficult tasks is to provide, distribute, and
properly process it. Information transfer and processing in this scenario depend
to a large extent on appropriate communication systems, usually referred
to as “industrial networks.” Signif-
icance, content, and properties of
information may, of course, vary
within a given application context.
For instance, a distributed control
system typically handles sensor and
actuator information with stringent
real-time requirements, whereas pro-
duction planning needs to cope
with huge amounts of data, such
as those concerned with customer
orders or bills of material, with
more relaxed timing. The industrial
networks deployed at the various

This Special Issue
provides a state-of-
the-art view and
investigates new
perspectives in the
context of industrial
communication
systems.

hierarchical levels of automation systems thus have to meet different
requirements, to ensure that timely and reliable data flows are maintained
among the different components they connect, such as field devices, controllers,
human–machine interface (HMI) systems, cloud computers, manufacturing
execution systems (MES), and so on [1], [2]. According to the specific
needs of the numerous application fields such as manufacturing, electrical
power distribution, motion control, environmental monitoring, and chemical
processes, to mention but a few [3], [4], industrial networks may have diverse
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architectures, traffic types, and
performance.

Developing appropriate techno-
logical building blocks for industrial
communication has been a core
issue of academic and industrial
research in the past decades. The
first type of industrial networks,
called fieldbuses, started to appear
in the early 1980s and reached
their heyday around 1990. These
were followed by real-time Ethernet
networks around the early 2000s
and, some years later, by indus-
trial wireless networks. Given the
long lifespan of industrial plants, all
these communication systems are
still available and in use, also in
mixed configurations [5].

A multitude of research studies,
both theoretical and applied, have
been carried out over the years,
deeply involving multidisciplinary
scientific and industrial commu-
nities. Activities have focused on
many aspects, such as the design
of new protocols, the definition
of information models, or more
recently the adaptation of IT con-
cepts for automation applications.
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Also, tremendous efforts have been
made in defining comprehensive
International Standards, in a context
that was often influenced by strong
commercial interests [6], [7]. Ulti-
mately, the aforementioned activities
had the goal to make information
available and manageable in increas-
ingly complex and more demanding
automation systems.

Looking back, we recognize that
the evolution of industrial networks
has been impressive, not only from
a technical viewpoint. Market suc-
cess in the early years was slow and
required an unprecedented collabo-
ration of competing automation ven-
dors in joint technology marketing
and further developments. Today, it is
estimated that some hundreds of mil-
lions of nodes are deployed around
the world in applications of whatever
type. The market values are in the
order of tens of billion USD, with
high compound annual growth rates
(CAGR) [8]–[10].

The industrial automation scenario,
however, is continuously evolving.
Industry 4.0 and Industrial Inter-
net of Things (IIoT) are revolution-
izing the manufacturing scenarios,
enabling new production strategies,
characterized by better efficiency, flex-
ibility, rapid answers to the mar-
ket requests, and energy efficiency
[11], [12]. This poses new chal-
lenges to industrial networks, which
are requested to provide better per-
formance in terms of timeliness, relia-
bility, security, and connectivity [13].
On the other hand, new communi-
cation technologies, being developed
for the information technology (IT)
world, also offer promising chances
for the further evolution of automa-
tion systems.

This special issue addresses top-
ics of prominent importance in the
context of industrial communication
systems. It provides a comprehen-
sive state of the art and inves-
tigates new perspectives, such as
time-sensitive networking (TSN), 5G
systems for industrial automation,
and networks for IIoT applications.
This special issue comprises 13 invited
papers, authored by selected teams

of researchers and practitioners from
academia and industry, who are well
recognized worldwide experts in their
fields.

II. O V E RV I E W O F T H I S
S P E C I A L I S S U E

All the papers of this special issue
have been conceived to be accessi-
ble to nonspecialists while remaining,
at the same time, significant contribu-
tions for the research communities of
the areas they cover. They deal with
both theoretical and practical aspects,
which may draw the attention of aca-
demic researchers, as well as that of
application experts and practitioners,
stimulating their collaboration.

A. Four Papers Address the
State of the Art of Industrial
Networks and Key Aspects Such
as Coexistence With Information
Technologies, Fault Tolerance,
and Synchronization

“Industrial communication systems
and their future challenges: Next gen-
eration Ethernet, IIoT, and 5G” by
Vitturi et al. presents a comprehen-
sive overview of the diverse scenery
of contemporary industrial networks.
After introducing the state of the art
and an essential market analysis, this
paper addresses new perspectives and
trends for future development, focus-
ing on novel technologies and stan-
dards such as the TSN, IIoT, and
industrial applications of 5G cellular
networks.

“Coexistence standardization of
operation technology and information
technology” by Felser et al. is con-
cerned with standardization aspects.
This paper takes into consideration
the available standards for networks
deployed in factory automation
and process control systems, called
operation technology (OT) networks,
and investigates the coexistence
with those of the IT. The proposed
analysis shows that, although the
requirements of the distinct network
systems are considerably different,
coexistence is achievable, and also
that some standards of the two

technologies can be successfully
merged.

“Fault tolerance in highly reliable
Ethernet-based industrial systems”
by Alvárez et al. addresses an
essential shortcoming of conventional
Ethernet: the lack of appropriate
services to fulfill the demanding
requirement of reliability in dis-
tributed real-time control systems.
Notably, it is not sufficient to employ
fault tolerance mechanisms only
in the actual Ethernet network
infrastructures. Rather, also the nodes
must be designed for reliability. The
paper presents a survey of fault toler-
ance mechanisms to make Ethernet-
based industrial networks reliable.

“Performance and reliability
aspects of clock synchronization
techniques for industrial automa-
tion” by Kerö et al. deals with
synchronization aspects of distributed
nodes connected to industrial net-
works, specifically, real-time Ethernet
networks. The paper focuses on
standards like precision time protocol
(PTP, defined by the IEEE 1588) and
the IEEE 802.1AS, used in the context
of TSN. Also, the paper discusses the
causes of possible synchronization
deterioration and presents some
successful techniques to address such
kind of problems.

B. Three Papers Are Concerned
With Real-Time Wireless
Networks for Factory
Automation

“Real-time and reliable indus-
trial control over wireless LANs:
Algorithms, protocols, and future
directions” by Tramarin et al. is
concerned with the deployment of
the IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN for
time-critical distributed applications,
such as networked control systems.
After providing an essential analysis
of the IEEE 802.11 family of protocols,
the paper focuses on the most
effective techniques to improve the
real-time capabilities of IEEE 802.11.
In particular, it investigates rate
adaptation algorithms and time-
division multiple access (TDMA)
techniques to access the transmission
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medium. The paper proposes also
some practical implementation details
of the proposed solutions, and,
moreover, it provides an analysis
of the open issues along with a
discussion on future perspectives.

“WIA-FA and its applications to
digital factory: A wireless network
solution for factory automation” by
Liang et al. presents the Wireless
networks for Industrial Automation–
Factory Automation (WIA–FA),
a standard network recently approved
by the International Electrotechnical
Commission, based on the IEEE
802.11 physical layer for real-time
industrial communication. The paper
starts introducing the main features
of WIA–FA such as architecture,
topology, and protocol stack. Then,
it focuses on performance and
provides some meaningful practical
examples of applications in which
WIA–FA is deployed, such as control of
robotic systems and automatic guided
vehicles.

“High-performance wireless net-
works for industrial control applica-
tions: New targets and feasibility” by
Luvisotto et al. addresses the design
and implementation of a new gener-
ation of industrial wireless networks,
capable of providing performance in
the same order of magnitude of the
(wired) real-time Ethernet networks.
The paper first provides the details
of the physical layer design and then
reports the outcomes of an exten-
sive experimental campaign carried
out on a demonstrator system, based
on software-defined radios, which
showed the feasibility of the proposed
high-performance wireless networks.

C. Three Papers Focus on the
IEEE Time-Sensitive Networking,
a Collection of Standards
Conceived to Introduce
Real-Time Capabilities in
Ethernet That Can Be Extended
to WLANs and 5G

“A perspective on IEEE time-
sensitive networking for industrial
communication and automation
systems” by Lo Bello and Steiner
presents a comprehensive overview of
TSN in industrial communication and
automation systems. The specific TSN

standards and projects are discussed
in detail, as well as their applicability
to various industrial fields of applica-
tion, with critical views and directions
for future research.

“An introduction to OPC UA TSN for
industrial communication systems” by
Bruckner et al. introduces the status,
open challenges, and research direc-
tions of the Open Platform Communi-
cation Unified Architecture TSN (OPC
UA TSN). The authors anticipate that
OPC UA TSN will reveal itself as a
game changer in the field of indus-
trial automation, being a candidate
for establishing a holistic communica-
tion infrastructure, from the sensor to
the cloud.

“Extending accurate time distribu-
tion and timeliness capabilities over
the air to enable future wireless indus-
trial automation systems” by Caval-
canti et al. addresses the extension of
the TSN to wireless systems for indus-
trial communication. New generation
wireless networks are specifically con-
sidered, such as IEEE 802.11ax and
5G cellular systems. Also, the paper
presents a reference architecture for
industrial automation conceived to
integrate TSN capabilities over wired
and wireless communication systems.

D. Three Papers Address
Industrial Internet-of-Things
Protocols and Applications

“6TiSCH: Industrial performance
for IPv6 Internet-of-Things networks”
by Vilajosana et al. looks into the
convergence of operational and
information technologies in industrial
applications. Traditional wireless
industrial networks based on time-
slotted channel hopping are reliable
and energy efficient, but were
originally designed to meet the
requirements of automation systems
from a decade ago, and are not
suitable for IP compliance or stan-
dardized network management and
operation. This paper introduces
ongoing standardization work by the
Internet Engineering Task Force to
ultimately bridge the performance of
industrial solutions with IP-compliant
networks.

“Wireless network design for
emerging IIoT applications: Reference

framework and use cases” by
Liu et al. is also concerned with
wireless networks that have played
a subordinate role in traditional
automation systems but are gaining
importance in the context of the
IIoT. The design of wireless systems
requires close cooperation between
OT engineers, IT system architects,
and network planners. Based on
four application examples, the paper
discusses a novel reference framework
for wireless system design in IIoT
use cases. The idea is to provide
a generic design process to assist
OT engineers to better recognize
wireless communication challenges
in their plants and to help industrial
IT specialists to come up with efficient
wireless solutions to meet demanding
needs in factory environments.

“Toward cloud-assisted industrial
IoT platform for large-scale con-
tinuous condition monitoring” by
Wang et al. describes how modern
IoT technologies may be used to
enhance process control systems to
fill a gap left by traditional process
monitoring systems: the inclusion of
device and process characteristics for
accurate condition monitoring. State-
of-the-art industrial communication
systems lack performance to deal
with a large amount of related
data. The approach discussed in the
paper integrates existing communica-
tion infrastructures into an IIoT and
private cloud architecture to perform
streaming data analytics designed for
fault detection and prediction.
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